
New Product Development 
Chapter 1 New Products Management 

Main New Product drivers

Weak growth in existing market; Growth via new markets; Management goals; Meet 
consumer changing needs; Build customer relationships; Attack competitors; Access 
to new technology; Adapt to changing economic conditions; Other environmental 
changes; Build/leverage brand equity; Build/define product positioning; Create 
differentiation

New Product categories

• New to the world
• New to the firm
• Line extension
• Repositioned products
• Product improvements
• Cost reductions

Strategic elements which provide a framework to guide management through 
product development and help them focus on what is most important are:

• New product process: Procedure that takes new product idea through 
concept evaluation, product development, launch and post-launch. The goal is 
to manage down the amount of risk and uncertainty as one passes from idea 
generation to launch. 

• Product innovation charter: Strategy for new products. Ensures that new 
product team develops products that are in line with firm objectives and 
strategies and that address marketplace opportunities. 

• Product portfolio: Helps the firm assess which new products would be the 
best additions to the existing product line, given both financial and strategic 
objectives. 

Product improvement: Minimal risk/return
Product line extension: Minimal risk, better return
Repositioning: In the middle
New category (new to the firm): Slightly under new to the world
New to the world: Maximal risk/return

Why new products fail: No market need; Inadequate distribution; Poor quality 
product developed; No competitive advantage; Poor/weak product launch; High cost 
structure; Limited target market size; Weak brand equity; Shifts in the environment 
during long development; Competitors improve offering; Strong loyalty to existing 
products 
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Chapter 2 The New Products Process 

Opportunity Identification and Selection (where should we look, SWOT): 
Opportunities are described, then analysed to confirm that a sales potential does 
exist. New product suggestions, changes in marketing plan, resource changes, new 
needs/wants in the marketplace. Research, evaluate and rank them (as opportunities 
not specific product concepts. Give major ones a strategic statement to guide further 
work on them. The output is a strategic document (PIC) which links the firm’s 
marketing plan to their future NP activities. 

Concept generation (Is the idea worth screening?): Select a high potential 
opportunity and begin customer involvement. Collect available new product concepts 
that fit the opportunity and generate new ones as well. Identify problems consumers 
have and provide solutions. The four approaches to concept generation are:

1. looking for gaps, 
2. existing/available ideas,
3. problem-solving for customers,
4. modifying/improving existing products. 

Assess ideas in terms of uniqueness (is the idea original, could it be easily copied?), 
need fulfilment (does it meet customer needs?), feasibility, impact (how will our firm 
be affected?), scalability (can we become more efficient in production as volume 
increases?), strategic fit (is there a good match with corporate strategy and culture?); 
Concept testing

Concept/Project evaluation (Full screen, should we try to develop it?): Evaluate 
new product concepts on technical, marketing and financial criteria. Rank them and 
select the best two or three (screening). Prepare product protocol (statement of what 
is wanted from the product). Evaluation questions are can we make it well? Does it fit 
with our strategy and direction? Can we be successful in marketing it against the 
competition? Will we make a suitable financial return?

Development (Have we developed it? If not should we continue to try?): 
Technical tasks (design prototypes, test them, design production process for the best 
prototype, scale up production as necessary for product and market testing); 
marketing tasks (prepare strategy and launch details for marketing plan, prepare 
business plan and get approval for it, brand name selection, package design, 
tentative marketing budget).Resource preparation, major body of effort (develop item 
or service itself, marketing plan, business or financial plan). At the end of this phase 
we want to be sure that the new product solves those problems we began with. 
Protocol check , prototype and concept tests, product use tests. 

Launch (should we market it, if so how?): Commercialise plans and prototypes 
from development phase, begin distribution and sales and manage launch program 
to achieve the goals and objectives set in the PIC. The final step is in retrospect (was 
it successful?). 

The activities are not sequential but overlapping. One phase does not have to be 
completed for the next one to start. 
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Evolving concept

Opportunity concept → Idea concept → Stated concept → Tested concept → fully 
screened concept → Protocol concept → Prototype concept → batch concept → 
Process concept → Pilot concept → Marketed concept → Successful concept

Accelerated product development (APD): Accelerating time to market offers 
benefits to the firm such as the product being on the market longer before it 
becomes obsolete , customers can be attracted early and competitors with similar 
products can be blocked and firm’s reputation can be supported. 

Methods for APD 
• Have a clear product innovation charter.
• Have a third-generation new products process that permits overlapping 

phases.
• Use a new product portfolio and careful project selection to allocate scarce 

resources.
• Focus on quality: “get it right the first time.”
• Have an empowered cross-functional team.

Organisational characteristics that facilitate innovation
• Growth orientation
• Organizational heritage and innovation experience
• Commitment to technology and R&D intensity
• Acceptance of risks
• Cross-function cooperation and coordination within organisational structure
• Receptivity

But APD also involves risks. Cutting corners in technical product development may 
result in quality sacrifices and thus annoyed customers and distributors. By rushing 
the early steps, the firm may decide late in the process that the product quality is 
inadequate, which delays the launch, further infuriates dealers, and encourages 
customers to drift to the competition. Rushing through the marketing ramp-up may 
result in inadequate attention to key marketing tasks in readying the product for 
launch. Management might also be tempted to concentrate on quick, close-to-home 
innovations at the expense of really new product to speed up time to market. A better 
way is to keep product development as flexible as possible.

The new product process may not work as well with new to the world products 
because 
NTTWP incur a lower survival rate but a higher profit rate. There is a higher failure 
rate because they are difficult to manage. NTTWP need an incubation period 
(consider innovation together with identified business opportunities and develop a 
new business model that provides high customer value and is profitable for the firm, 
can last 3-5 years, involves technical development, customer and market 
interaction). Discovery driven planning is also necessary (innovation requires a 
planning approach that acknowledges the unknowns and uncertainties, requires 
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managers to make assumptions about the future in order to build their forecasts and 
targets, recognizing that these assumptions might be quite wrong, as more info 
becomes available, targets are rethought and plans evolve). A guiding principle in 
this is the reverse income statement (starts from the bottom which is required profits 
and works backs to required levels of revenues and costs). 

Serial innovators: Mid-level, technical employees who think and work differently 
and follow their own new products process. It is a challenge for senior management 
to identify them and once done so to mange and reward them. They know how to 
bridge the gap between technology and market. They begin by identifying and 
understanding a customer problem and then discover technical solutions to those 
problems. Steps include (in no particular order) finding a problem that is important to 
customers, checking potential market size and revenue stream; understand the 
problem, solutions, competition and customer requirements; determine if problem is 
interesting to enough customers willing to pay for it, and interesting to the firm in 
terms of product strategy; invent a solution and check for customer acceptance with 
a prototype; ensure that product goes into development, then gain market 
acceptance for product. Their characteristics are systems thinking (can see ways to 
connect information); high creativity; curiosity in several areas; knack for intuition 
based on expertise; sincere desire to solve customer problems. 

Chapter 3 Opportunity Identification and selection Strategic Planning 
for new products 

Modern trends in Opportunity Identification

• Just in time life: People like making spur of the moment decisions based on 
real-time information

• Sensing consumers: People can sense their environment better now than 
ever before; what might be too much information for some might be essential 
information for others

• The transparent self: There is more information about consumers available 
to product managers now than ever before. 

• In search of enoughness: Consumers are increasingly adopting simpler life-
styles marked by fewer material possessions and an increasing concern about 
quality of life

• Virtual made real: As more people become accustomed to virtual spaces, the 
boundary between these and the real world will become increasingly blurred.

• Co-creation: Due to increases in e-commerce and online communities, it is 
easier for customers to communicate with each other, cooperate, and share 
information 

The Product Innovation Charter: Document prepared by senior management 
designed to provide guidance to the strategic business units (SBUs) on the role of 
innovation. It allows delegation and permits financing. To ensure its effectiveness it 
should be put in place early and senior management should stay involved. 
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Why have a PIC: There are a lot of different places to find opportunities for new 
products but without a strategy it is easy to lose focus and to spend time and 
resources chasing the wrong opportunities. It provides the direction the team should 
focus on (what markets, what technologies). It also sets the team’s goals and 
objectives and it tells the team how to play the game. Lacking a focused effort can 
lead to scope creep (constant changing of a project’s definition) and unstable 
product specifications (product requirements changing as the product goes through 
the development phase). 

PIC sections

Background: Why do we have this strategy? Why do we need to pursue this 
opportunity? 
Focus: How will we compete? What will be our competitive advantage? Match of our 
skills to market needs
Goals: Long-term goals and short-term objectives, Profit, growth, market status
Guidelines: Strategic must do’s and no-no’s? (rules of the road), cost and timing 
issues

Degree of Innovativeness;
First to market: This is a risky strategy, the three ways to get it are state of the art 
breakthrough (pharmaceutical firms mostly, TV, pacemaker etc), leveraged creativity 
(most common, think of new creative applications), and applications engineering 
(technology may not be changed but the use is new, glue to replace metal fasteners 
in electronics). 
Adaptive product: Taking one’s own or a competitive product and improving it 
(popular when firm needs cash fast). Risky as well as the pioneer obtains a 
permanent advantage (30% market share) but the second firm can take over the 
market and win the category if its adaption is superior. 
Imitation or emulation: Firms wait to see winners emerge from the pioneers and 
early adopters. Risky as well as a firm cannot wait too long to enter the market as 
earlier firms will have well-established, loyal customer bases and ties to the supply 
networks and distribution channels. An incumbent firm may even taken an imitator to 
court. 
Timing to market: First is pioneering, second tries to capture a good second share 
position, probably not making significant improvement or just enough to promote. 
Risky as the second enters the market before the innovator is successful or has 
even come to market. Late entry is usually a price entry keyed to manufacturing 
skills. 
How to prepare a PIC: First you look for opportunities, inside or outside the firm. 
Second rank and evaluate the opportunities. A firm needs to do an honest 
assessment of itself, its goals, its strengths, its customers and so on. Finally upper 
management has to approve it as it must fit the firm’s overall business strategy. 
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Chapter 4 Creativity and the Product Concept 

Obstacles to idea generation

Groupthink: We think we are being creative, when in fact we are coming up with 
ideas that our group will find acceptable. Not conventional wisdom but truly original 
ideas count. 
Targeting error: We keep going back to the same simple demographic targets. 
Great new product opportunities might be missed as a result. 
Poor customer knowledge
Complexity: It is sometimes thought the more complex an idea the better it is (or the 
smarter and more promotable). Complexity, however, is a major barrier to new 
product adoption. 
Lack of empathy: Not understanding the typical customers they are trying to sell to. 
Too many cooks: Large companies are prone to internal competition for power and 
influence which is not a healthy climate for a new product in the earliest phases of 
development. 

Activities to encourage creativity in innovators

• Accommodative: Recognition of individuality, tolerance and support are 
necessary

• Freedom to associate with others in similar positions (also outside the 
firm)

• Permission to help select projects
• Find and train creative people
• Free time (20% of their time they can work on whatever projects they choose)
• Idea banks (stores ideas from earlier, unused new product projects for reuse 

later)
• Distractions should be held to minimum and office arrangements should 

make employees comfortable
• Special Rewards (no group rewards)
• Removal of roadblocks (see obstacles to idea generation)

Barriers to firm creativity

Cross-functional diversity: A diverse team means a wide variety of perspectives 
and more creative stimulation, but it can also lead to difficulties solving problems and 
information overload
Allegiance to functional areas: The team members need to have a sense of 
belonging and to feel they have a stake in the team’s success, if not they will be loyal 
to their functional areas and not the team. 
Social cohesion: If the interpersonal ties between team members are too strong, 
debate might be replaced by friendly agreement, resulting in less innovative ideas. 
The role of top management: If management stresses improvement the team might 
stick with familiar product development strategies and make only incremental 
changes. They should encourage the team to try newer ideas. 

Three inputs required by the creation process
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• Form: Physical thing created or the sequence of steps by which the service 
will be created. 

• Technology: Source by which form was attained, 3d printing
• Need/Benefit: The product only has value as it provides benefit to the 

customer that the customer sees a need or desire for 

Coffee example

• Benefit: “Consumers want decaffeinated espresso that tastes identical to 
regular.”

• Form: “We should make a darker, thicker, Turkish-coffee-like espresso.”
• Technology: “There’s a new chemical extraction process that isolates and 

separates chemicals from foods; maybe we can use that for decaffeinating 
espresso coffee.”

Technology permits us to develop a form that provides the benefit. If any of these 
three elements are missing there cannot be product innovation but the order does 
not matter for the innovation process. But there are differences. Putting benefits last 
is risky since it comprises a solution trying to find a problem. Therefore benefit is put 
first often. Any two of the three elements can come together to make a concept, a 
potential product, while all three together produce a new product. 

The Concept Statement: Quickly describes the product, usually in terms of 
customer benefits. Therefore it should define some aspects of positioning and target 
market. 

Important sources of ready-made new product ideas

User Toolkits: A toolkit is a user-friendly set of design tools that customers can use 
to customize a product that would be best suited to them, which can then be 
transferred to manufacturing or production (Nike lets the customer design their own 
shows, mass customisation). It can also be used in a business to business setting 
(more challenging). The more people enjoy using the configurator the more likely it is 
that they don’t mind paying more. 

Crowdsourcing: Encouraging customers to submit ideas for new products (Apple 
iPad). It also occurs in business-to-business markets. 

Lead Users: Seek new product ideas from lead users (customers associated with a 
significant current trend, e.g. professional athletes, snowboards). Lead user firms or 
individuals share characteristics, they are at the front edge of the trend, have the 
best understanding of the problems faced, and expect to gain significantly from 
solutions to those problems. An important principles is to ask customers for 
outcomes (what should the product or service do for them? and not what they want). 

Open Innovation: The firm makes a strategic commitment to use the knowledge in 
the external environment to improve innovation performance. Firms start with the 
understanding that much of the knowledge they could use resides outside the firm. 
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They set out to acquire knowledge from external resources to complement their 
internal resources and accelerate innovation, which is crucial in light of global 
competition heating up. Open innovation does not only mean inflow of knowledge if a 
firm has invested in innovation they don’t use they could sell it, offer it under licence 
or form a joint venture. The firm benefits in that it has a much larger pool of 
innovative ideas from which to draw, it speeds up its new products process by linking 
with partners that have required technology, and it obtains access to its partner’s IP 
with lower risk. A key for success is selecting the best partner/s, in terms of 
technological, strategic and relational characteristics as well as trust. One of the 
issues firms must manage is intellectual property protection. Without careful partner 
selection, the firm opens itself up to the possibility that intellectual property could be 
accidentally disclosed by a partner or deliberately used illegally or given to 
competitors. 

Advantages and risks of open innovation 

1. Importing new ideas multiplies innovation building blocks (ideas and expertise), 
resulting in more total sales generated from new products. 

2. Exporting ideas raises cash and improves employee retention, since creative 
types know that good ideas will be exported and not buried

3. Exporting signals the true worth of an innovation. 
4. Exporting clarifies core business
5. Risk: the deal is not structured in a way that captures the financial value of your 

innovation
6. Proprietary secrets can be lost to a partner
7. Theft of technology, or poaching of top researchers, is a concern

Chapter 5 Finding and solving customer’s problems 

Consumer decision process

Need or problem recognition → Information search → Evaluation of alternatives → 
Purchase and use →Post purchase behaviour

Sources for needs and problems for stakeholders

Internal Records
Direct Inputs from Technical and Marketing Departments: Problems with this are 
that each suggestion is usually someone’s perception of what the customer problem 
is and there is usually a solution given with each suggestion. These problems, 
including the time and difficulty of actually gathering memories, results in more 
dependence on active searching for stakeholder problems (making direct contact 
and asking relevant stakeholders). 

Problem Analysis Procedure: Reverse brainstorming; participants generate a list of 
key problems with the product currently in use, then group and prioritise these such 
that product development can focus on addressing the most important problems. 
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Steps are determine a product category for study; Identify/find heavy users; discuss/
gather set of problems associated with product; sort and rank the problems 
according to severity and/or importance; investigate possible solutions to most 
common problems. 
Research methods: Experts, Published Sources, Stakeholder Contacts 
(interviewing, focus groups, direct observation or role playing), surveys.
Problem Analysis in Action: Silent candy wrapper (after complaints from people in 
theatres). 

Scenario Analysis: This comes into play because the ideal problem to be found is 
one that customers don’t know they have at this time. A future problem is a good 
problem because existing ones will be known to competitors already. But customers 
are not helpful in realising future problems thus scenario analysis becomes valuable. 
First a scenario is painted, then its problems are studied and then problems are 
evaluated and the most important ones are being tried to solve. Scenarios take 
different forms (extending the present to see what it will look like in the future; 
leaping into the future to pick a period that is then described). Leap studies can be 
dynamic (focus on what changes must be made between now and then if leap 
scenario is to come about) or static (no concern about how we get there). 

Guidelines for a good scenario analysis
1. Know the now otherwise the envisioned future will not be useful for idea 

generation. 
2. Keep it simple
3. Be careful with selecting group members as a group of about six, with contrasting 

or complementary viewpoints works best
4. Do an 8-10 year projection
5. Periodically summarise progress which keeps the group on track and avoids 

contradictions
6. Combine the factors causing changes
7. Check fit or consistency at the end
8. Once its’ done plan to use it several times
9. Reuse the group

Solving the problems (mostly done by members of the new product group)

Group Creativity

Brainstorming
Electronic Brainstorming and Computer-Assisted Creativity Techniques: Said 
to overcome limitations of brainstorming as it allows participants to all answer at 
once and anonymously. 
Online Communities
Disciplines Panel: Assemble experts from all relevant disciplines and have them 
discuss the problem as a disciplines panel. 
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Chapter 6 Analytical Attribute Approaches: Introduction and 
Perceptual Mapping 

Any product can be described by citing its attributes. Attributes are of three types; 
features (what product consists of), functions (what it does and how it works), and 
benefits (how it provides satisfaction to the user). A feature permits a certain 
function, which in turn leads to a benefit. A shampoo may contain certain proteins 
(feature) that coat the hair during shampooing (function), which leads to more shine 
(benefit). 

Quantitive methods

Determinant gap map: Two or more factors are chosen and the result is a map of 
the brands each in relationship to all others on these two factors. Attributes used in 
gap analysis should be differentiating and important (determinant attributes as they 
help determine what brands are bought). These maps are speedy and efficient but 
might be driven by only managerial judgement (customer perceptions might be 
different). 

Perceptual gap map based on attribute rating: This method asks market 
participants to tell what attributes they believe products have. We begin with a set of 
attributes that describe the product category. Then customer perceptions are 
gathered of the available choices on each of these attributes. Customers are also 
asked which attributes are important in their purchases. The challenge is to reduce 
the cube into a perceptual map this is done through factor analysis (reduce number 
of attributes to a small number of underlying dimensions called factors which then 
serve as axes of map). Cluster analysis can then be used to group individual 
respondents together into benefit segments based on their preferences. 

Perceptual gap map based on overall similarities: It does not split the product 
into attributes but asks the consumer how similar products/brands are in sets of two 
at a time. Respondents can either rank the pairs from most similar to most dissimilar 
or on similarity scales. The next step is to convert the customer data into a 
perceptual map. 

Major weaknesses of gap maps

It discovers gaps but not demand as gaps often exist for good reasons (fish-aroma 
air freshener). But new products people still have to go to the market if gaps could be 
potential products. Furthermore it does not tell us why the gap is there or if we have 
the technology needed to design the product. Also market potential and suitable 
design is unknown. In order to overcome this concept testing is necessary. 
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Chapter 7 Analytical Attribute Approaches: Trade-Off Analysis and 
Qualitative Techniques 

Trade-off analysis refers to the analysis of the process by which customers 
compare and evaluate brands based on their attributes or features. Conjoint analysis 
is the name of the most common analytical tools used to assess trade-offs. In using 
conjoint analysis we assume we can represent a product as a set of bundle of 
attributes, it puts all of the determinant attributes together in new sets and identifies 
which sets of attributes would be most liked or preferred by customers (AR gap 
analysis output can be used to select the attributes). 

Using trade-off analysis to generate concepts

Let’s say coffee has three determinant attributes (flavour, strength, intensity of 
aroma) and there are several different levels available for each of these attributes, if 
we could get customer preferences on each different attribute we could combine the 
best level of each attribute (medium strength, no added flavour, regular aroma). 

Is conjoint the right method?

The assumption that customers will combine these features rationally when 
evaluating brands, is not always realistic. A customer might like mild, green and thick 
salsa but will buy spicy salsa because her mother would always buy that. 
Furthermore some issues are not handled by conjoint analysis such as purchase 
occasion, variety-seeking behaviour and decisions made jointly. 

Adaptive conjoint analysis can make up for shortcomings, it shows only a few 
attributes at a time to the respondent and adapts to the respondents as the conjoint 
exercise goes on. Another alternative is choice-based conjoint analysis in which the 
respondent is shown several alternative product choices and is asked which he or 
she would prefer. Both of these minimise the number of attributes and levels any one 
respondent has to be exposed to. 
Virtual Prototypes in Concept Testing: Virtual prototypes can be used in concept 
testing as well. These are either static pictures of the prototype, or video clips that 
stimulate the product in action, which can be presented to respondents via the 
Internet. 

Qualitative methods

Dimensional analysis: This analysis uses any and all features not just 
measurements of dimensions. The task involves listing all of the physical features of 
a product type. Try to think of unusual ways to describe the product. Nothing 
worthwhile is found until the list is long. It takes a lot of work to push beyond the 
ordinary and to visualise dimensions that others don’t see. How can these attributes 
be changed?

Checklist method: It is based on dimension analysis and brainstorming. First you 
work through a checklist of product change questions. Do we need this function? 
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Can it be made smaller/larger? Can it be re-arranged? Can we add more items? Can 
it work faster?

Relationships analysis: This analysis goes right to the point, forcing things 
(features, benefits and functions) together for examination. Through the following:

Two-dimensional matrix: The number of two-dimensional matrixes that can 
be prepared is almost unlimited. Product’s utility lever (how the product affects 
the consumer’s life) and buyer’s experience cycle (at what point does the 
product affect the customer) can also be used as the dimensions. Altering one 
or both of them can result in successful new product ideas. 

Morphological matrix: This method simultaneously combines more than two 
dimensions. The matrix can include many dimensions. First the number of 
dimensions is identified and then alternatives for each dimension are 
identified. The new product manager’s task is to link combinations of those 
items. One common technique is to have a computer print out all possible 
combinations, which are then scanned for interesting sets. Or the rows can 
just be read across. After that the analyst systematically exchanges one item 
in each row with one item in another. 

Analogy: Pick a commonplace or well-engineered activity, First-class travel 
→ 5 star hotel.

Chapter 8 The Concept Evaluation System 

The Cumulative Expenditure Curve: Curve that represent the accumulation of 
costs or expenditures on a typical new product project from its beginning to its full 
launch. Two other curves are the early expenditures curve (represents product 
development in technical fields with R&D being the big part of the cost package, and 
marketing costs are small) and the late expenditure curve (technical expenditure is 
small but a huge TV ad program might be needed at introduction). 

Risk/Payoff Matrix: The product concept being evaluated can either fail or succeed 
and upon that the two decision options are moving on or killing the project. There 
can be drop errors (winner is discarded) and go errors (loser is continued to the next 
evaluation point). When it comes to cost dropping a winner is worse than going with 
an error but if other projects stand by waiting (opportunity cost) the losses of 
dropping a winner are much less as the money will likely go to another winner. 
The new products team should consider four generic risk strategies which are 
Avoidance (eliminate risky project despite opportunity cost), Mitigation (reduce risk 
to an acceptable level through redesigning product to include more backup systems 
or increase product reliability), Transfer (move responsibility to other firm in form of 
JV or subcontractor), Acceptance (develop contingency plan or deal with risks as 
they come up). 
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Decay Curve: Percentage of any firm’s new product concepts that survive through 
the development period from 100% (before concept testing) to 2% (going to market). 
The 98% drop off at various times during the process and when they drop off is 
partly determined by the analysis of the risk matrix. 

Everything is tentative: Costs, packaging, positioning, customer attitudes can 
change any time. So not everything should be keyed to a single Go/No Go decision 
and financial analysis should not be done as early as possible to avoid wasting 
money on poor projects. As this could lead firms to make complex financial analysis 
after early concept testing although the numbers are inadequate and this could kill 
off ideas that would look great after further development. 

Potholes: A critical skill of product developers is the ability to anticipate major 
difficulties, the potholes of product innovation. We should carefully scan for the really 
damaging problems and keep them in mind when deciding on what evaluation we 
should do. If the pothole is deep avoidance might be best. 

The People dimension: People can cause problems so an evaluation system 
should contain early testing that is supportive. Some people shy away from new 
product assignments because of the personal risk associated with it (risk to jobs, 
promotions, bonuses). The system should thus be supportive of people and offer the 
reassurances players need. 

Surrogates: We look for surrogate questions to give us pieces of information that 
can substitutes for what we want to learn but can’t (customer reactions). Real 
Question: Will they prefer it? Surrogate question: Did they keep the prototype 
product we gave them? RQ: Will cost be competitive? SQ: Does it match our 
manufacturing skill? RQ: Will competition leap in? SQ: What did they do last time? 
Only when we know our final cost and the competition’s cost can we answer the 
original question. The surrogates helped tell us whether we were headed for trouble. 

ATAR: Displays the four key steps that an end user must move through if there is to 
be satisfied adoption of a new product, awareness, trial, availability and repeat use. 
It forecasts sales and profit. Each factor is subject to estimation and an inadequate 
profit forecast can be improved only by changing one of the factors. For awareness 
we want to know if the buying unit has been sufficiently informed to stimulate further 
investigation and consideration of trials. For trial of our new product we might 
imagine an in-store situation where the prospective customer tries out the product 
and sees if it is satisfactory. For availability we want to know whether the buyer can 
easily get the new product if a decision is made to try it. Repeat use means the trial 
was successful. 

Chapter 9 Concept Testing 

The biggest cause of new product failure is that the intended buyer did not see a 
need for the item. It is in concept testing where we get confirmation that it will be a 
quality product. Following the PIC (Product innovation charter) should eliminate 
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ideas that require technologies the firm does not have, ideas to be sold to customers 
about whom the firm has no knowledge, ideas that offer the wrong degree of 
innovativeness, and ideas wrong on other dimensions such as high cost, to close to 
certain competitors etc, so unwanted proposals do not eat up valuable development 
funds. This is followed by an in-depth market analysis (after PIC is approved) and 
the depth of the study depends on how well the firm already knows the market 
selected. This is then followed by concept generation through an initial reaction. 

Concept testing and development

There are times when concept testing does not help (when prime benefit is personal 
sense such as aroma of a perfume, taste of a new food). Concepts embodying new 
art and entertainment are tough to test. When the concept embodies new technology 
that user cannot visualise it’s a weak tool as well. There are also times when firms 
mismanage the tool and then blame it. Lastly consumers sometimes don’t know what 
problems they have (iPad). When it is simple to go from concept to full service 
description (form of prototype) the services firm can proceed to what is called 
prototype concept testing. 

Purpose of concept testing: 
- The first purpose is to identify the poor concept so it can be eliminated.
 - A second purpose is to estimate the sales or trial rate of the product. The number 
of people answering definitely would buy and probably would buy are usually 
combined and used as an indicator of group reaction. The concept’s sales potential 
will be closely related to how well it satisfies customer needs. 
- The third purpose is to help develop the idea and not just test it as concepts rarely 
emerge from a test as they went in. 

A concept statement states a difference and how that difference benefits the 
customer or end user. Concept statements should make the new item’s difference 
absolutely clear, claim determinant attributes, offer an element of familiarity by 
relating in some way to things familiar to the customer, and be credible and realistic 
as well as short. This info is presented to consumers in a narrative format, a drawing 
or diagram (needs to be accompanied by narrative), a model or prototype (more 
expensive) or in virtual reality. The statement can then either be commercialised 
(embellished description, sounds more likely how the product would be advertised) 
or non-commercialised (stripped description, just presenting facts). Neither form is 
better than the other. A data sheet about each competitive product can also be 
included as customers don’t always know that the benefit offered is new. Whether to 
include the price or not is a contested issue as well. 

Define the Respondent Group: The solution is to think in terms of stakeholders but 
it is complex and expensive to reach them. Some people try to seek a small number 
of lead users, influencer, or large users (saves money, gets expert advice but fails to 
reflect key differences in the market place). 
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Select Response situation: The two issues are the mode of reaching the 
respondent and if personal, whether to approach individually or in a group. The real-
time response survey, combines the best feature of focus groups and surveys and 
has proved useful in screening new consumer product concepts. 100 participants 
observe price, positioning, and attribute information about the concept and a 
moderator guides the respondents through a computer exercise and the responses 
are sent to a central computer where they can be read in real time by the moderator 
and client. Based on these early results the moderator can ask open-ended 
questions. 

Identifying benefit segments: Swimsuit example using the attributes of comfort and 
fashion the following three benefit segments would emerge which are customers 
who think comfort is important, customers who think fashion is important and 
customer who think both are important. The benefit segments can then be overlayed 
into a perceptual map which results in a joint space map. 

Conjoint analysis in concept testing: It is useful in concept testing because of its 
ability to uncover relationships between attributes (features, functions, benefits) and 
customer preferences.

Chapter 10 The Full Screen

We now have as much information as we are going to get before undertaking 
technical work on the product. This often involves the use of a scoring model, which 
is an arrangement of checklist factors with weights (importance) on them. It 
accomplishes three objectives:

• It helps the firm decide whether it should go forward with the concept or quit, 
should resources be devoted, feasibility of technical accomplishment (can we 
create something customers want) and feasibility of commercial 
accomplishment (can we sell it profitably). 

• It helps manage the process by sorting the concepts and identifying the best 
ones. The best of the concepts can be rank ordered or prioritised such that we 
have some options on standby when an ongoing project stalls or is cancelled. 

• It encourages cross-functional communication.

The scoring model

Firm develops a suitable scoring model for their firm based on past product 
performance. Scoring model is agreed and locked in. New product concepts are 
scored by various managers, when information is ready. Theses scores are 
averaged and input into the scoring model. The results are analysed by looking at 
several components. The decision to go/no go is based on the models outcome. 

Screening Procedure

What is being evaluated?
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Net present value of the discounted stream of earning from the product 
concept: The bottom line. The reasoning is if you tell me the new product will enter 
a market with which we already have great familiarity, chances are we will be able to 
communicate with buyers in that market (level four). This raises the chances for 
good sales (level three) and greater sales make for more likely commercial fulfilment 
(Level two), which in turn leads to profit (level one, our objective). The trick is to spot 
those level four factors that contribute to the technical and commercial operations in 
this firm on this particular product concept. In general a firm should start with the list 
of factors, scratch out any that clearly are not applicable, insert any obviously 
omitted, and then use it for a few times to see how the scores set with the people 
involved. Over time the list should be reduced as much as possible and always kept 
fluid. 

The scoring

Team members who will be doing the scoring first undergo a familiarisation period 
during which they get acquainted with each proposal. Then each scorer starts with 
the first factor (difficulty of technical task) and rates each one. These scorings are 
multiplied by the assigned importance weights, and the factor totals are extended. 
The scorings continue for the other factors and the ratings are then totalled to get the 
overall rating for that concept by each individual. Some technical aspects are 
equipment needed, cost, quality of products, marketing aspects are target 
customers, product life and competition. 

The scorers

Top business unit managers should stay out of the act, except in small firms as they 
inhibit the frank discussion needed when assessing the firm’s capabilities. Problems 
with individuals are that some are always optimistic; some are sometimes optimistic 
and sometimes pessimistic; some are neutrals who score the middle of the scale; 
some are far more reliable and accurate than others; some are easily swayed by the 
group; some are capable but erratic. Thus scoring teams need a manger to deal with 
such problems. Their major functions are (marketing, technical, operations, finance), 
new products managers and staff specialists (IT, distribution, procurement, PR, HR). 
The scoring model is far more objective and considers a balanced set of factors 
predetermined by the firm and compares against previous products however it is 
scientific and removes ‘instinct’ decisions of experienced managers. A big problem is 
that the model is poorly designed or interpreted.

Chapter 11 Sales Forecasting and Financial Analysis 

Sales forecasting: A product’s potential may be high but sales may not materialise 
due to insufficient marketing effort. Sales will grow through time if we get customers 
to try the product and convert them into repeat purchasers and if they recommend to 
others etc. After this growth period sales will eventually stabilise thus projections of 
long-run sales should be developed. Lastly our product’s sales will depend on our 
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competitor’s strategies as well as our own. When selecting the most appropriate 
forecasting model one should consider time, cost and product and market newness. 
Check figure 11.3. 

Forecasting sales using traditional methods

1. Current market, current technology: Cost reductions and process 
improvements requires sales analysis. 

2. Current market, new technology: Line extension requires product line analysis, 
life cycle analysis.

3.  New market, current product: New market or new product uses requires 
customer analysis, market analysis. 

4. New market, new technology: New to the world/firm, requires scenario or what 
if analysis. 

Forecasting sales using purchase intentions: In concept testing customers were 
asked about their likelihood of purchasing product. Take top two box percentages 
(def and probably buy).

Forecasting sales using the A-T-A-R model: Trial and repeat rates that need to be 
achieved to reach sales or profit projections can be estimated early and adjusted as 
the product goes through later stages and more info becomes available. 

Techniques for forecasting product diffusion: Diffusion of innovation refers to the 
process by which an innovation is spread within a market over time and over 
categories of adopters (innovators, early adopters, early and late majority and 
laggards). Individuals in the earlier adopter categories influence later ones through 
word of mouth etc. The rate of diffusion of a product can be difficult to assess since it 
is unknown how influential the earlier adopter categories will be. To get a handle on 
the growth potential of an innovative product we can use an analogous existing 
product as a guideline. 

Problems with sales forecasting: Target users don’t always know what the new 
product will actually be, what it will do for them, what it will cost, and what its 
drawbacks will be, nor will they have had a chance to use it. Market research on 
potential users is often poorly done. Also competitors are trying to ruin our data. Info 
about marketing support may be lacking and internal attitudes can be biased and 
politics are always present. Sometimes products are rushed out without field testing. 
Finally new products don’t have a history.

Actions by managers to handle these problems

Improve the new product process currently in use: Example coke taste tested 
the new coke but did not market test it (consumer were not ask if they would buy the 
product), further consumers were not told that classic coke would be replaced with 
new coke. 
Use the life cycle concept of financial analysis: Financial analysis should not be 
focussed on one particular point. 
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Reduce dependence on poor forecasts by forecasting what you know, 
approving situations and not numbers (analyse to find the success factors and 
look if the situation offers them), committing to a strategy of low-cost 
development and marketing (develop new items that differ little from existing ones, 
insert them into the market without fanfare and watch which ones end users rebuy, 
drop those that don’t find favour), going ahead with sound forecasts but prepare 
to handle the risks (neutralise the in-house critics or defer financial analysis until 
later in the development process or use market testing rollouts by trying out ideas on 
a limited scale to look for solutions), using different methods of financial analysis 
on new products, depending on the situation, and improve current financial 
forecasting methods. 

Return to the PIC: Firms are increasingly using a combination of financial analysis 
and PIC considerations when making the tough decisions on which new product 
projects to commit to. Many firms report that too many new product projects get 
approved and human and financial resources end up getting spread too thin. 

Chapter 12 Product Protocol  

Product Protocol: After the go/no go decision has been made (after full screen) the 
product protocol is developed which is a detailed description of the new product. 
Considerable negotiation often occurs at this stage as different views of the product 
emerge. The word protocol means points of agreement. They are also called product 
requirements, definitions and specifications. The first general purpose of the protocol 
is to specify what each department will deliver to the final product that the customer 
buys (deliverables).

Protocol’s specific content

1. Target market: Target market is known well at this stage. Perceptual mapping 
will shed light on their specific needs. Once selected each target market 
should be described/profiled. 

2. Positioning: Strategic decision to find a gap in the market or be strongly 
associated with a key benefit. State the target market and describe on what 
basis the product is different from what competitors offer. It describes how the 
consumer understands the product. 

3. Product attributes: They are benefits (most desirable from for protocol to 
use), functions and features. Attributes help with clear positioning and appeal 
to our target market. When using benefits info comes from trade-off analysis 
and other concept testing techniques. An advantage of specifying the protocol 
in terms of benefits is that it places no (or few) constraints on the R&D staff. 
Function attributes can cause confusion, marketers tend to use them a lot and 
they are often called design or performance parameters. Protocols for 
services are likely to be in performance terms (as service is not a good but a 
performance) but they are less necessary for services as the investment in 
technical development is smaller. Features are also a problem as technical 
people often come up with features first, based on technologies they have 
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(might not work in reality, glass deck for boat). They also deprive the firm’s 
most creative people of the freedom to use their skills. 

4. Competitive comparisons and augmentation dimensions: Will list 5-10 
competitors and compare determinant attributes, may sometimes consider 
indirect competitors, may outline strategy against main competitors. Includes 
competitive standards such as the degree of differentiation that has to be met 
and aspects of marketing plan (size of sales force, price etc). This info can be 
derived from perceptual maps and gaps can help to select an appropriate 
competitive position. The augmentation ring of the product can also be cited. 

5. Other components: Timing (time to market, launch in particular season, 
approx launch date), Financials (price level, discounts, sales volume, market 
share, profits), Production (plants to be built, volumes, quality to be achieved, 
design), Regulatory Requirements (highly varied, trademarks, patents, adhere 
to legislation), Corporate Strategy Requirements (recap relevant PIC info, 
assurance of upper management support is important at this stage), Potholes, 
Marketing (level of awareness, sales force training).

6. Voice of the customer: Complete set of customer wants, needs, expressed 
in customer’s own language (non-scientific), they way the customer thinks 
about, uses and interacts with the product. About 30 individual interviews are 
needed to capture VOC. It is not a good idea to ask consumer what they need 
as the answer will be better sameness, nothing revolutionary, ask them what 
they like/dislike about current products and what outcomes they would like to 
see in the future. It is good to keep asking why, to get to the specifics. It is 
both a qualitative and quantitative approach. Do not overlook average 
customers and customers who favour the competitor’s products. The firm has 
to match the customer’s needs with technologies not the customers. 

7. Protocol and quality function deployment: We start with the VOC and end 
up with a product that satisfies the customer’s need. Process: Customer 
desires are converted into blueprint which offers customers desired benefits in 
a format that is useful for the product development team. Then go back to 
customer and conduct test to fine-tune the product. For the VOC to become a 
driver of all later steps in the new product process the quality function 
deployment (QFD) is applied. First step is house of quality (HOQ), which 
summarise multiple product aspects simultaneously and in relationship to one 
another. It requires inputs from marketing (customer attributes determined 
through market research) and technical personnel. 

Outcomes of QFD: Benefits are that everything is driven by customer needs and it 
encourages cross-functional dialogue and interaction. It can result in a long-term 
strategic benefit and improvement in cross-functional teaming. It is also related to 
better financial performance and greater customer satisfaction but the data 
requirements can be overwhelming. 

Chapter 13 Design 
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Next to technology-driven and market-driven innovation design-driven innovation 
should be considered (design takes the leadership role). Product functionality is just 
as important to excellent design as product appearance. 

Contributions of Design to the New Products Process

Speed to market: Cyclone Grinder developed in record time thanks to excellence in 
design and an efficient cross-functional team
Ease of Manufacture: Swatch watches have 1/3 of the moving parts of trad. Swiss 
watches
Differentiation: Excellence in design is important in office furniture industry
Meet Customer Needs: VOC used to design Infiniti QX4 sport utility vehicle (SUV)
Build or support corporate identity: Design can help build or support public 
perception of the firm and its corporate identity (Rolex watches classic, high-prestige 
appearance)
Environment: Design for disassembly (products can be taken apart after use for 
separate recycling of metal, glass and plastic parts such as BMW cars). 

Trade-off decisions

• Speed to market: Use a simpler design to get to market faster
• Ease of manufacture: Utilise existing parts and processes
• Differentiation: New look/design to outdo competitors
• Customer needs: Better meet needs (VOC)
• Support brand identity: Consistent with brand look/feel/performance
• Environmental friendly: Consideration of recycling and re-use

Purpose of Design: Aesthetics, Ergonomics (studying human characteristics to 
develop appropriate designs), Function, Manufacturability, Servicing, Disassembly

Product architecture: Process by which a customer need is developed into a 
product design. Solid architecture improves ultimate product performance, reduces 
the cost of changing the product once it is in production, and can speed the product 
to market. 

Chapter 14 Development Team Management 

Types of team structure

Functional: Work is done by various departments with very little project focus, there 
usually is a new products committee. Work is usually low risk and involves present 
line of products (improvements, new sizes). The ongoing department people know 
the market and the business. Drawback is that functional area manager is strong and 
can dominate the project leader, weakening their effectiveness. 
Functional Matrix: Team with functional representatives
Balanced Matrix: Both functional and project views are critical (neither ongoing 
business nor new product should be the driver). 
Project Matrix: Dedicated project team (their first priority). 
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Venture: Most useful for new to the world or new to the firm products. Team 
members are pulled out of their departments and work on the project full time. 
Difficult to manage as they work outside the firm

Creating team culture: New products people must take the culture of the ongoing 
organisation. Teams should be cross functional and team members have to be open 
to change, willing to cooperate, and trusting of one another. Top management should 
be committed to new products and respond to needs and expectations of team 
members. 

Team assignment and ownership: A clear understanding by everyone involved as 
to what the team is for (mission, strategy) is critical. The team taking ownership (buy-
in) in the project is critical too. As with ownership comes enthusiasm, commitment 
and pride. To take ownership it takes training (acquire skills and knowledge needed), 
empowerment (statement from management that they are willing to trust that 
person’s judgement) and motivation. 

Selecting the leader: Usually a senior or experienced person who may need 
technical background, good communicator with good people and planning and detail 
skills. They need to get potential members to accept the idea of being on a team, 
ensure their commitment, encourage information sharing, increase interaction and 
feel comfortable with working with people from other functional areas. They lead 
without authority and thus must win personal support. But 2 leaders are actually 
needed, a creative inspiring type for early on and tough disciplinarian for later. Senior 
management prefers to pick the leader and let the leader pick the team as this 
increases likelihood of good team chemistry and assures a capable leader. 

Selecting team members: The team needs integrators (love to relate to people 
from other departments or firms, naturally get and give respect), receptors (respect 
others and welcome info from them but do not desire personal relationships), 
isolates (prefer to be left alone, deep specialists in their field and want nothing to do 
with people from other functions). Core team includes those who are involved in 
managing functional clusters they are supported by ad hoc team members who are 
those form important departments. Extended team members may come from other 
division of the firm or another firm (firms start seeing value in including key suppliers 
as the sharing of info can reduce problems associated with technological uncertainty 
and help both partners reach their long-term goals). 

Roles and participants: Product champion (usually project manager, sometimes 
self-appointed technical person, push past roadblocks and persuade other people to 
support the innovation), executive sponsor (supportive, lending encouragement to 
champion, to interest them in the project, it must be clearly defined, show how it will 
affect the sponsor and the organisation, and state the effects on revenue, costs and 
profits), strategist (managerial, entire program), inventor (creative scientist, idea 
source), rationalist (objective, reason), facilitator (boost productivity). 

Network building: Sometimes there is no team as many products are simply 
improvements which are developed within the functional mode. In these cases the 
participants comprise a network which consists of nodes (people important to 
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project), links (how they are reached and what ties they have to others in the 
network), operating relationships (how they are contacted and motivated to 
cooperate in the project). 
Training the teams: Generally firms start a team off with an intensive 2-3 day 
training session, but considerable skill is needed from the team members to begin 
with. 

Managing the team

Cross-functional interface management: All participants including top 
management must recognize frictions (in cross-functional teams) and deal with them. 
Interface management takes time not skills and participants who continue being a 
problem should be taken out. But a little conflict is a good thing as it can lead to more 
critical analysis and bring vitality to new product development. Styles such as 
confrontation (collaborative problem solving) and give-and-take (compromise) are 
better than withdrawal (avoiding the issue), smoothing (seeking superficial solution) 
and forcing a solution. 

Overcoming barriers to market orientation: There are often issues with 
information flow from different departments this can be solved by establishing 
empowered cross-functional teams and implementing a house of quality procedure. 

Ongoing management of the team: The ability to run effective meetings is 
important to speed them up and improve the decisions. Change in team membership 
can be problematic and job security issues as climbing the career ladder is seen as 
easier when you’re not part of a team. 

Team compensation and motivation: Many firms us a combination of monetary 
and non-monetary rewards to motivate their teams (e.g. opportunity to work on a 
bigger and more meaningful project). Using only monetary rewards can cause issues 
as some may complain that everyone (even lazy ones) get rewarded and other may 
feel that being on a successful team is enough reward

Closing the team down: Some firms close out before the product is marketed 
others let the team prepare for marketing but regular people launch it and again 
others (rare) let the team market the item and turn it over to organisation after it has 
been successfully established. 

Virtual teams: Taking advantage of available technology and assembling virtual 
teams is common now. Benefits are the ability to communicate despite geographic 
distance, being able communicate at the same time or work whenever they please. 
Drawbacks are that team members must be familiar with the technology, managerial 
control and dealing with power conflicts is more difficult. Also the idea may not fit with 
the culture of the firm (especially firms with hierarchical chains of command, poor 
teamwork skills). Thus a combination of virtual and traditional teams is 
recommended. They become important in the case of global teams. 

Managing globally dispersed teams: Increasing product complexity and 
accelerated product life cycles put pressure on new product teams to gather 
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expertise where it resides. There are communication challenges and cultural 
differences so management need to get the desired cross-cultural synergy. But in 
terms of effectiveness and efficiency global teams may be better as long as they are 
good at teamwork issues (communication, mutual support). But it may be more 
difficult to discuss complex problems using e-mail than meeting in person. 

Chapter 15 Product Use testing 

The three main tests for new products are concept test (phase 3 evaluation, test 
likelihood of consumer trial), product use test (phase 4 development, test the 
usability of the product and the likelihood of re-buy), market test (phase 5 launch, 
test the overall viability of the product in the real market). 

Who do product use testing: Once the prototype is ready marketing begins 
assessing the physical prototype among real customers. Use testing means testing 
the prototype under normal operating conditions. The prototype will not be perfect at 
this time, testing should continue until the team is satisfied that the new product does 
indeed solve the problem or fulfil the need that was expressed in the original 
protocol. Product use testing is necessary as the user whose problem started the 
project still hasn’t told us that our product solves the problem. Further the risk and 
costs of use testing are small compared to the loss of earnings from a successful 
product. PUT is mainly used to test initial reactions, figure out usage problems and 
likely repeat purchase levels. The respondent group may be external or internal 
(staff). It is also called field testing, usage testing, market acceptance testing or beta 
testing. 

Knowledge gained form PUT

Early use experiences: Does it work, ease of use, bugs, evidence of what the item 
will do, to what extent are instructions needed. 
Longer use: What things go wrong? What things don’t work as expected? Does it 
have a competitive advantage? Need to replace, maintain or clean parts? 
Alpha and beta tests: Alpha tests (very common, current products) are quick tests 
of very early versions with employees where the products is not ready to be released 
to customers. Beta tests (common, both new and current products) are short-term 
use tests, at selected external customer sites, designed to tell the manufacturer 
whether or not the product works free of bugs.
Gamma testing: Ideal product use test (less common, new to the firm) where item is 
thoroughly evaluated by the end user (trusted costumer). Although this is the ideal 
test, many firms keen on saving money and pre-empting competitors will do beta 
testing instead. 

These tests are optional as they add time and cost or because the product is a 
simpler non-technical product or a line extension. It may also provide information to 
competitors and it may be a product that takes time to be adopted, so PUT may 
provide misleading repeat figures. Emotional reasons for not using PUT are that 
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team may be sick of the project or they don’t want to send the signal to management 
that they lack confidence in the product. They may also be overdue and over-budget. 

Decisions in PUT

Who should be in the user group? 
Lab personnel, experts (will give more careful considerations than typical users, but 
they will not be interested in the same things as customers), employees (widely used 
often criticised because of company loyalty), stakeholders.

How should the group be reached?
Mode of contact, mail (more flexible, faster, cheaper, more limited) and personal are 
most common. Individual (preferred) or group (cheaper) contact. Location, point of 
use (home, office, factory, more realistic, but poor experimental control and permits 
easy misuse) or central location (test kitchen, shopping centre, good experimental 
control, speed, lower cost). 
Should we disclose our identity?
The majority prefer to keep it secret. Sometimes the brand cannot be hidden and 
knowing a new item’s brand can distort user reactions. It is good to do both, first 
blind test than a brand test. Service products can rarely be tested blind.

How much explanation should we provide?
No comment (risk of missing specific testing needs), commercial (info customer will 
get when actually buying the product), full explanation (to ensure product is used 
properly). 

How much control over product use should there be?
Total control (essential when accurate data is required and when patient safety is a 
concern), supervised or unsupervised. 

How should the test be conducted?
Monadic test (single product is tested for period of time, usually services, simplest 
and most valid but less sensitive in results), sequential monadic (back-to-back 
monadic tests with same respondent, ideal but takes longer), paired comparison 
(product is tested with competitor product, most unrealistic but most sensitive), 
triangular comparison (two versus one). 

Over what time period should the test be conducted?
Single product experience (taste test), short periods, extended periods (substantial 
learning required, bias must be overcome, product entails acquired taste). 
Researches mostly opt to use several modes. 

How should we record respondent’s reactions?
Five or seven point verbal rating scale is used to record basic like/dislike data. 
Second the respondent is asked to compare the new product with another one which 
leads to a preference score. Third researchers want descriptive information about 
the product that covers important attributes (taste, colour, speed, disposability). 

Who should do the PUT?
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Development team, the same team that handled the prototype concept testing. If you 
have to go ahead without good use testing, try to work it into early marketing of the 
product and have alternatives ready. Surrogates tests are constructive evaluation 
(respondent uses item, describes activities and problems encountered) and 
retrospective testing (user reviews videos of conventional PUT previously done). 

Chapter 16 Strategic Launch Planning 

When the PIC was developed, a basic set of strategic goals was outlined and these 
goals have led the new products team up to this point. As things might have changed 
in the meantime, the goals should be reviewed. 

Strategic platform decisions

Type of Demand sought: For a new to the world product the firm must develop an 
entry strategy that stimulates primary demand (win/retain own customers) for the 
product category. For a product improvement the launch is expected to achieve 
customer migration (existing and new customers should be encouraged to migrate to 
the new product) thus stimulating replacement demand (compete with own firm). 
For a line extension product selective demand should be stimulated (drawing 
market share away from competitor, common for mature markets). 

1. Permanence: We are in to stay and not thought is given to getting out. We are in 
to stay if we meet our goals (useful when firm is using the product to enter 
another sphere of activity).

2.  Temporary (games, diet products, exercise programs, gives consumer variety) 
but occasionally a temporary product will catch on and become permanent. 

Aggressiveness: An aggressive entry seeks lots of attention early on, so most of 
the budget is spent early. Other firms apply a cautious entry, as they are uncertain 
about something important (product performance). Aggressiveness can be balanced 
(average). 

Competitive Advantage: Cost leader or differentiation strategy, today it is both. 

Product line replacement: Most new products relate to existing products in the 
company’s product line the issue of how the replacement of the existing by the new 
should be managed, arises. 

1. Butt-on product replacement (existing product is dropped), 
2. low-season switch (dropped is arranged at a low point between seasons), 
3. high season switch (video games),
4. roll-in, roll-out (launch in one country after the other), 
5. downgrading (keeping earlier product but with decreased support), 
6. splitting channels (putting new item in different channel or diverting existing 

one). 
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Technologically strong firms will cannibalise their own products with newer, higher-
performance versions. Imitators succeed by following leader firms and making 
incremental improvements to their products, they move up the performance curve. 
The innovators create new curves with higher performance limits. When to launch 
depends on competitive environment, customer expectations and profit margins. 

Competitive relationship: You can make no reference to specific competitors, aim 
directly at specific competitor, or avoid specific competitor. 

Scope of market entry: Roll out very rapidly; roll out deliberately, as performance 
warrants; go to total market at beginning. 

Image: Does new product need an entirely new image, a major change in 
existing image, a tweaking of existing image or no change? 

Target market decision

Geographic and demographic
Behavioural and psychographic: Values, activities, lifestyles
Benefit segmentation: Surveys of customers lead to segments of benefits sought
Micromarketing and mass customisation: There is a trend towards small targets 
with unique purchase patterns (micromarkets). Direct marketers and online 
marketers use tighter segments than mass media marketers, stemming from their 
databases. Database marketing has grown, Amazon looks at customer’s online 
purchases, scans its database for products that were bought by people who bought 
the same product and make suggestions for multiple purchases. An extension of 
mass customisation is virtual product testing (customers build desired product, get 
an assessment of the resulting price and state the likelihood of purchase). 

Wanting to make chances to target markets or broaden it last minute is not a good 
idea. As what makes a product appealing to one segment might not appeal to 
another (broaden market fallacy). Targeting to diverse groups can cause dissonance 
(Unstimmigkeit) in the promotion. It is especially disasterous if everything (pricing, 
branding, packaging) is in place already in mind with the original target market. 

Diffusion of innovation: Spreading of new products for use (slow for microwave 
oven, rapid for smartphones). How quickly a product will diffuse into the market place 
depends on its product characteristics which are relative advantage (how superior 
is the innovation against its competitors), compatibility (does it fit with current usage 
and end-user activity, digital cameras were quick to diffuse as they looked and 
operated like regular cameras), complexity, divisibility (also called trialability, how 
easily can trial portions of the product be purchased and used, food easy, new 
homes not so easy), communicability (also called observability, how easy is it to 
see the benefits of using the product, perfume instant, tooth withening toothpaste 
takes longer). An innovation can be scored on the above and launch plans can then 
be laid out accordingly. 

Next is the degree to which early users actively or passively encourage other to 
adopt a new product, if they do it will spread rapidly. The question is who will be the 
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innovator and early adopters? Can we identify them in advance so as to focus our 
early marketing on them? Traits of early users are largest firms in industry, stand to 
make the greatest profit from the innovation and those who have presidents who are 
younger and better educated. In sum the target market decision measures how 
much potential is in each target market option, how well the product meets the needs 
of people in each of those markets and how prepared we are to compete in each. 

Product positioning: Product brand, price, promotion and distribution must be 
consistent with the product positioning statement. The advantage is that potential 
buyers have no previous positioning in mind for a new item. Either position to an 
attribute (function, feature or benefit, most popular) or use surrogates or metaphors 
(use our dietary product because it was created by our leading health expert). 

Branding and brand management

Trademarks and registration: The term for what identifies a product is trademark 
(legal term for brand) if you register your trademark legally you can use it forever, 
even if another firm later proofs prior use. Trademarks should not be immoral or 
misleading and not too descriptive of a product type. They should also not be 
confusingly similar to other ones. Companies can also seek trade dress protection 
(wide range of product identifiers such as packaging, colour, décor). 

What is a good brand name? Discuss with intended users and phonetic experts 
then brainstorm or use computers to generate large numbers of possible 
combinations. Then conduct interviews with users to screen the list down and ask 
what the brands on your list mean (including global markets). Brand names should 
be easy to understand, no hidden meanings, translate well, simple and memorable, 
fit corporate mission and complement other products in the marketplace. 

Managing brand equity: A brand with high equity encourages loyalty, making 
promotions more effective. High equity equals high brand awareness and possibly 
higher perceived quality and thus can support a premium positioning for a brand. A 
high equity brand can more easily be used for launching brand extensions due to its 
high familiarity and positive associations. Guidelines when doing a brand name 
extension are emphasizing the product’s name or benefits might create a safe 
distance from the brand being extended. Flagship brands(dominant brand in product 
category) should only be extended to brands of similar or better quality to avoid 
brand name dilution. 

Brand equity and branding strategies: Umbrella brand strategy (businesses that 
put their corporate name on every product they make, Kellogg’s). Individual brand 
strategy (not mentioning corporate name, P&G). 

Global branding and positioning: standardise or adapt? Gillette, Kellogg’s and 
Coca Cola globally standardise their brand names other firms cannot or don’t want to 
do that, they instead use and adaption strategy (Honda, high quality position in US, 
speed and youth in Japan). A firm may also choose different names in different 
markets (Tide in North America, Ariel in Europe and Japan). Unilever adapts a blend 
of standardisation and adaption. 
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Global brand leadership: The goal is to create a strong presence in every market 
through global brand leadership which requires an overall global brand strategy that 
coordinates the brand strategies used in the individual countries and a commitment 
to allocate sufficient resources to brand building. In order to achieve consistent brand 
management across countries, firms can develop brand manuals, workshops, 
newsletters or videos for brand managers to serve as a guide.

Packaging: Primary packaging (material that first envelops product) and secondary 
packaging (box that holds primary packaging), tertiary packaging (bulk packaging), 
serve for containment (hold for transport), protection (from the elements and 
careless), safety (from causing injury), display (attract attention) and information, and 
persuasion. 

Chapter 17 Implementation of the strategic plan 

Launch cycle: Expansion of Product life cycle (PLC) into substages, prelaunch 
activities, announcement, beachhead, early growth.

Prelaunch and Pre-announcement: Stage where capability to compete is built. 
Training of sales and other promotional people, arranging for stocking, 
preannouncements (used to hype interest in the upcoming product, to keep current 
customers from switching to a competitor and to encourage prospective customers 
to wait for the new product). Preannouncements can be used to block a competitive 
entry. The risk of preannouncements is that the product might not be launched.

Announcement, beachhead and early growth: Beachhead refers to the heavy 
expenditure necessary to overcome sales inertia . Announcement kicks off the 
beachhead phase. Decisions made at launch and throughout the product life cycle 
need to be made in accordance with the strategic decisions made earlier. Three 
common patterns for launch strategies and tactics are the innovative new product 
(getting a foothold in the market early in the PLC through a broad product 
assortment, a new brand name and distribution channels, and a higher price), the 
offensive improvement (to erect barriers to entry, broad product assortment, existing 
distribution channels, high consumer promotion and advertising), the defence 
addition (increase penetration in existing markets through smaller assortments, 
penetration pricing, and promotions). 

Lean launch and launch timing

At the time of launch, manufacturing must be ramped up to desired levels of 
production, the sales channel and distribution logistics should be in place, and 
adequate promotion material should be ready as well. Supply chain manager keep 
the supply chain system flexible, so that in can respond to sales changes (lean 
launch), which ensures the firm does not commit to too much inventory during the 
early days of the launch but can ramp up quickly should sales take off. 
Postponement (delaying finalisation of product form and identity until late in the 
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development process and delaying commitment of inventory until the last possible 
moment) drives lean launch. Time postponement (deploy inventory as late as 
possible) and form postponement (lock in product design as late as possible). In 
order to successfully implement a lean launch firms need good IT systems so that 
sales can be tracked and raw materials and inventory can be replenished effectively. 
Lean launch capability gives the firm flexibility in timing the launch. Correct timing is 
difficult to find because of conflicting opinions internally. A late launch means the 
product does not meet its sales potential. An early one means the product may be 
commercialised without enough information on the marketplace. 

The copy strategy statement: Used to convey to ad and promotions people the 
market segment being targeted, the product positioning statement, the 
communications mix (C to the reseller by us, C to the end user by the reseller, C to 
end user by us, total C effort by our team to end user) and the pieces covered by this 
statement, and the major copy points to be communicated (attributes).

A-T-A-R requirements (awareness,trial,avaiblity , repeat)

Awareness: Necessary first step towards adoption, awareness can be achieved 
through an announcement or sales call.
Stocking and availability: Most goods use resellers, most resellers do a large 
volume of business in a standardised way, many have constraints on what they can 
do thus their thinking should be represented in the product development process. 
This includes statement of what the reseller’s role will be. There is also a program of 
encouragement to motivate resellers to do the above. 
Trial: Limited usage under normal usage conditions that will permit the customer to 
verify claims and learn the good and the bad of the product. Cost has to be 
associated with it and the more the cost the more important the trial. Buyers defer 
trial because of anticipating loss of time, money or prestige thus buyer should be 
paid for such loss. Using discounts fits with the most popular of the new product 
pricing strategies, premium (high price, product differentiation), skim (price above the 
market, differentiated product, nonthreatening to competition and room for price 
manipulations), meet the market (pick a price that takes price out of the play as 
much as possible), penetration (low price to buy way into market, dangers are little 
room to discount, tough to raise later). 
Repeat Purchase: Repeat buying is assured if target market does a serious trial and 
if we have been assured from the PUT that people would like the product. But there 
is the careless new product manager who fails to keep a ready supply available for 
the buyer who wants to repeat or complacency. Customer satisfaction with their total 
relationship with our firm needs to be ensured as well. Actions to encourage further 
usage are long-term discounts, new uses for the item, ready availability of additional 
product as well as of continued service.

Chapter 18 Market testing 

The more critical it is that the launch be successful, the later the testing should be 
done because the more we know about the final product, the more we can learn from 
the market testing. Testing should begin as soon as a technique can be found that 
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will tell us what we need to know. Asking for a market test is not failure on the team’s 
part. The market test must have teeth meaning that managers are willing to take 
action based on the results. Market testing is the opportunity to gain solid forecasts 
of dollar and unit sales and diagnostic info. A product that passes the market test will 
be launched. 

Factors deciding whether to market test 
Any special twist on the launch: There may be special considerations such as the 
need for new volume to help sell off an operation. 
What information is needed
Costs: Direct costs of the test, cost for the launch itself, and lost revenue that a 
national launch would have brought. Sometimes the costs of launch are so great that 
firms don’t even consider market testing. 
Nature of market place: If competitors can take retaliatory action that will hurt us, 
testing will be quick, if at all. Or customers may demand the item. 

Methods of market testing

Pseudo sale: Speculative sale method (used in business to business markets) asks 
consumers if they would buy product (no advertising), and the simulated test market 
method creates a false buying situation and observes what they do, may have been 
prompted with various promotional messages. The key purpose is to estimate how 
well the product will sell. Little pain for the buyer (no spending), can be done early. In 
essence it is simulated market testing.
Controlled Sale: Buyer must make purchase under controlled conditions, limited 
production, informal selling, direct marketing, minimarketing. 
Full sale: Product is fully marketed on a limited basis to see if everything is working 
right if yes product will go to full national launch. Rollout can be by application, 
influence, geography or trade channel. 

Controlled sales methods

1. Informal selling: Similar to speculative sales but the product is available to 
selected customers. The idea is to train a few sales people, give them the 
product and the selling materials and have them make calls. 

2. Direct Marketing: The sale of consumer product by the maker directly to the 
consuming unit by means of mail, telephone, TV, fax or computer network. 
Advantages are secrecy, quick feedback, low cost, database support and 
ease of testing multiple variations. 

3. Minimarkets: New products manager selects one or several outlets where 
sale of the product would be desirable, instead of using cities each store is 
used as a mini-city or mini-market. This method is more realistic, actual 
buying situations are created, great flexibility is allowed in changing price and 
other variables, more confidentiality is possible than with test marketing and it 
is cheaper. But it is still a controlled sale. Drawbacks are that store personnel 
will pay too much attention to it and give it assistance the item will not get 
when fully marketed. 
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4. Scanner market testing: Similar to mini-markets but it uses more and maybe 
smaller stores that have scanner data, no retailer relationship is required. It 
also allows comparison data. 

Full Sales Methods

1. Test marketing: Means introducing the product, along with the marketing 
plan (full marketing mix) in a few cities. Its purpose is to see what happens 
with a real product, real customers against real competitors. With this 
information a future full launch can be fine-tuned or a potential disaster can be 
stopped. Pros are that it offers typical market conditions thus allowing the best 
sales forecast and the best evaluation of alternative marketing strategies and 
it reduces the risk of a total or major flop. It offers the most abundant supply of 
information. It also permits verifying production (humidity, abuse, 
misunderstanding by company or distributive personnel). But it is expensive 
and test market results are not projectable as not all environmental factors 
can be controlled, company people tend to overwork a test program, dealers 
may overattend or underattend and the temptation to sweeten the trade 
package unrealistically in fear that inadequate distribution will kill the entire 
test, exists. It takes time which might give competition a full view of the test 
firm’s strategy, time to prepare a reaction and the chance to leapfrog directly 
to national marketing on a similar item. Competitors can also mess up a test 
market city with a flood of coupons and other devices to falsely decrease the 
test product’s sales. 

2. Picking markets: Demographics and level of competition should be 
representative, the distribution channels should not be too difficult to get in, 
and there should not be any regional peculiarities in product consumption. To 
avoid wasted exposure, the selected market usually has print and broadcast 
media that cover just that market. 

3. Rollout (limited marketing): Progressively launching the product in a planned 
series of cities/regions, with the full marketing mix. Not market testing. 
Starting areas are not representative areas but areas where the company 
thinks it has the right people and the right markets to get the thing going. 
Some firms want the area to be difficult. As soon as the needed information 
(or sales volume) has been obtained you should jump to total market 
coverage. Pros are that it gives management most of the knowledge learned 
from a test market, it has an escape clause without losing the full budget if 
things go wrong and as early rollout results start coming in we are on our way 
to national availability. Cons are that some firm’s biggest investment may be 
in a new production facility and to roll out requires the full plant at the start. 
They may be in an industry where competitors can move very fast so a slow 
marketing gives them as much chance to leapfrog as test marketing. Available 
distributors are powerful, and none are friends willing to trust them. They need 
the free national publicity that only a full national launch can get, rollout tend 
not to be newsworthy. 

New Coke: Lots of unhappy customers, news attention, even consumer protests, 
lobby groups, black market, damage to brand, product eventually re-introduced (3 
months). They did not do marketing testing because they didn’t want Pepsi to have 
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extra information, they needed a consistent brand image, had already spent lots of 
time/money, they believed in the product and the strategy, wanted to remain number 
one. 

Chapter 19 Launch Management 

Launch management system

Spot potential problems in firm’s actions or outside environment. Techniques used 
are situational analysis (buyers indicating a high level of satisfaction present 
products on market, suggesting trouble in getting them to try our new one). The 
problems section in the marketing plan will have summarised most of the potential 
troubles from the situational analysis. 
Second is to role-play what competitors will do after they have heard of the new 
product. 
Third look back over all the data accumulated in the new product’s file.
 Fourth, start with satisfied customer and work back from that satisfaction to 
determine the hierarchy of effects necessary to produce it. There are no 
contingency plans for low sales as unless you know what is causing low sales, you 
won’t know the solution. Instead the above is used to list the reasons for low sales 
and those reasons are tracked. 
Select those to control, each potential problem is analysed to determine its 
expected impact (multiply the damage the event would cause by the likelihood of it 
happening). The impact is used to rank the problem and select those will be 
controlled and those that won’t. 
Develop contingency plans for the control problem: Low consumer awareness, 
leads to increased sales calls or encouraging trial (mailing samples). 
Design the tracking system: It must send usable data back fast. There should be 
trigger points and if these points are not met they trigger contingency plans. First a 
useful trajectory path has to be set, second there must be an inflow of actual data 
indicating progress against the plan. Third the probable outcome has to be projected 
against the plan. Unless the outcome can be projected we have little basis for 
triggering remedial action until the outcome is at hand, the key is speed. Measuring 
whether key problem is coming about, relevant (identifies the problem), measurable 
(statistic shows it is or isn’t), and predictable (know the path that the statistic should 
follow) tracking variables are needed. 

Effective Innovation Metrics

Effective metrics (to evaluate a firm’s new product process) are needed for success 
with current projects as well as for continued improvement. The use of an innovation 
dashboard that establishes performance metrics for innovation inputs (R&D 
spending number of employees devoted to innovation, number of new ideas in 
pipeline), process effectiveness (number of new products introduced, average time 
to market, number of patents filed and commercialised), and performance outcomes 
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(percent of sales from new products, number of new products, return on investment 
in innovation) is recommended. To get external validation for metrics is also useful as 
this allows comparison to competitors. Having fewer metrics is better to avoid 
complexity and avoid metrics being in conflict with each other. Accelerated time to 
market is good but not if it means sacrificing quality. Metrics need to be adjusted and 
fine-tuned over time so that they are aligned with business goals, and firms need to 
learn from their metrics. 
After-action review (AAR): Designed to capture the events leading up to the 
product launch and to try to understand the thinking behind the action taken. The 
goal is to identify what went right (so it can be duplicated) and what went wrong (so it 
can be fixed). 

Product deletion decision: Recognition of the product to be deleted (common 
criteria is market share, growth rate, profit margin). Analysis and revitalisation stage 
(can the product’s viability be restored? Quality improvements? New markets to 
enter? Increase price?). Evaluation and decision formulation stage (consider the 
effect of the deletion on overheads). Implementation stage (decide whether the 
product is to be deleted immediately, milked or sold out to other firm). New to the 
world products might be harder to shut down as managers tend to be optimistic of 
the chances of success, be more emotionally committed and be more likely to want 
to continue the project right through to launch. 

Launch Management Plan: Situational Analysis → SWOT → Goals and top level 
strategy → Marketing mix action points → Financials and timetable → Controls and 
contingency. 
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